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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT 
In this paper, we are going to study the existence of the local generalized solution and the blow- 
up of the solution to the following initial boundary value problem for the nonlinear damped 
hyperbolic equation: 
uu + klV4u + k2V4ut + V2g (V2u) = 0, in ft x (0, T), 
Ou 
u=0,  ~uu =0'  on 0 f tx (0 ,  T), 




where u(x, t) denotes the unknown function, ft is a bounded domain in R n (n > 2 is a natural 
number) with smooth boundary Oft, kl and k2 are two positive constants, V denotes the gradient 
operator, V 2 = A denotes Laplacian operator, V 4 = A 2 denotes the biharmonic operator, 
u denotes the outer unit normal at Oft, g(s) is the given nonlinear function, uo (x) and ul (x) are 
given initial vMue function, and subscript indicates the partial derivative with respect o t. 
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We know that the authors of [i] have studied a general class of abstract evolution equations 
wtt + A]w + A2wt + N* g(Nw) = f(t), 
w(O) = ~Po, (1.4) 
wt(0) = ~1, 
where AI, A2, N, and f satisfy certain assumptions ( ee [1]). For quite general conditions on 
the nonlinear term, global in time existence, uniqueness, regularity, and continuous dependence 
on the initial data of a generalized solution for problem (1.4) are proven in [1]. This class 
contains problem (1.1)-(1.3) as a particular example. This example is discussed in a separate 
section in [1]. To obtain global existence, the authors of [1] used the monotonicity method 
(see [2]) and for uniqueness of the generalized solution they used the classic Ladyzhenskaya's 
argument (see [2]). Semigroup formulation was not used to obtain the above results, but a 
section in [1] is devoted to a semigroup reformulation of the problem. In [3], the authors have 
proved that problem (1.1)-(1.3) (here the equation is wtt+ k lw~ + k2wtx~x.+ g(w~)~ = f) 
for the one-dimensional case has a unique weak solution. The authors of [4] have proved global 
in time existence and uniqueness of the solution for problem (1.1)-(1.3) (here equation (1.1) 
is wtt + k lwx~ + k2wt~xx = [g(wzx)]z~ + f) in the one-dimensional case. Energy decay of 
problem (1.1)-(1.3) was given in [5]. 
To obtain the blow-up result of a solution of a nonlinear evolution equation, the general idea is 
to establish a differential inequality of energy of solution (see [6-9]). For example, we usually apply 
the so-called "cancavity method" to discuss blow-up of a solution of a nonlinear evolution equa- 
tion. The cancavity method needs to establish a differential inequality H"H - (~ + 1)(H') 2 __ 0, 
t >_ 0, where H(t) is a positive, twice-differentiable function (see [8,9]). To obtain our main 
theorem below by the methods imilar to the one used in the above references, our idea is to 
establish a differential inequality (2.19). 
For problem (1.1)-(1.3), we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that n = 3, u0 C H4(~2), Ul E H2(~), g E Ca(R), then the initial 
boundary value problem (1.1)-(1.3) has a unique generalized solution u C C([0, To); H4(~)) Fl 
CI([O, To); H2(~t)) N HI((O, To); H4(f~)) N H2((O, To); L2(f~)), where [0,To) is a maximal time 
interval. 
This theorem can be proven by the method consisting in analyzing the linear problem and then 
using fixed-point argument (see [10]) or by Galerkin method (see [11]). 
The following lemma is useful in deriving blow-up of the solution. 
LEMMA 1.1. (See [12].) Suppose that 5 = F(t,u), iJ >_ F(t,v), F e C([0,+oo) x (-cx~,+c~)), 
and u(to) = V(to), to > O, then when t > to, v(t) > u(t), where and in the sequel "." - d 
- -  - -  - -  - -  dr" 
MAIN THEOREM. Suppose that 
(1) sg(s) </Ca(s) ,  G(s) _< -~lsl  q+l, where G(s) = fo g(~) dr, K > 2 , .  > 0, and q > 1 are 
constants, 
(2) ]¢2 : 1, 7Z 0 e H2(a) ,  "/Zl e Z2(a), and 
E(0) 
< -41~I < o, 
- [{(K - 2)a}/(q + 3)] 2/(q-1) (1 - e--(q-1)/4) 4/(q-1) 
where It21 denotes the measure off~, then generalized solution u(x, t) of problem (1.1)-(1.3) 
blows-up in finite time T, i.e., 
// /o // L li~(.,t)ll~+ [v%(~,~)] ~ dxd-r+ [V2u(x,s)] 2 dxdsd'c ~ +oo, ast~T- ,  
where I1" It denotes the norm or the space LUa). 
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2. PROOF OF THE MAIN  THEOREM 
Multiplying both sides of equation (1.1) by 2ut, and integrating the product over fl, we obtain 
E(t) = 0, t > 0, (2.1) 
where 
// /o E(t)= II~t(.,t)ll2+klNV2u(.,t)]l~+2k= [[v2~t(.,~)[12d~+2 G(v~u(x,t)) dx. 
Therefore, 
E(t) = E(0) < 0, t > 0. (2.2) 
Let 
/o' L' /; 
Then, 
Using Assumptions (1) and (2) of the main theorem and observing 
K fa G (v=~(~,t)) dx = E(0)- N~,(., tDII ~ - 2k= L t [IV2u~(., ~)11 = d~-  kl IIv=~(., t)N = 
+ (K - 2) ia  C (V2u(x, t)) dx, 
we obtain 
~(/~(t) :2i~ {U2(:~,t)-~U(X,t)Utt(x,t)~ - ~2U(X,t)~2Ut(x,t)@ ~ [~72U(X,~)] 2} dx 
= ,£  {m.,~)- ~, E~'~(~,~)j - ~.~'~(.,,)~'~,(.,,) 
1 [V2u(x,t)]2} dx -v%(~, t)g (v'u(~, t)) + v~,(~, t )v~(x,  t) + 
>_2Sa{u~(x,t)_kl[V2u(x,t)]e KG(V2u(z,t))&l[v2u(x,t)]e}d x (2.4) 
-> Sa { 4u2t(z't)+ [V2u(x't)]2 - E(O) -2(K-2) fa G (V2u(x't)) }dz 
_> 411~<(.,t)ll ~-2E(O)+ IIv'~<(.,~)ll ~ 
+ 2(K- 2)~ f [V2u(x,t)l q+l az > o, t>o. 
From (2.4), we have 
M(t) >_ -2E(O)t + 2(K-2)<~ L' £ IV'~(" ~)I'+1 n.a~ + ~s(o), (2.5) 
M(,) ~ -.(o),' + 2(s<-2)./o t So" £ iv"'("')l'+' " " "  +'(°)' + .(o), (2.,) 
where ~/(0)= 2 ~ %t0(X)~l(, ) dx + fa[V2uo(x)]2dx, M(0) = N-oil'. 
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It follows from (2.4)-(2.6) that 
+ M/,/+ ~/,/>_ ~,,.,/,,/,,~ +~/~-~)o{~ I~'./~,,/I ~+~ dx 
Substituting (2.3) into the left side of (2.7), we get 
k J~ (2.8/ 
2 J~ ~(z, ~)u,(~, t) d~ _< It~(', t)II ~ + I1~',(', t)IlL 
from (2.8) we have 
{/o /o*/o M(t) + M(t) >_ (K - 2)~ Iv:u(x,t)l ~+1 d~ + Iv%(x,~-)I ~+' d=d~- (2.9) 
+/o*/o"/o L~-,x,.,, ~* ~..~}_ ~,o, (~ +.+,)+ ~_~(o,(. ~,,+ 1~,o> 
Using HSlder inequality and an equivalent Sobolev space norm, we get 
( ) (.+~>/. (2.~o) 
> InlO-~)/z II~II~+ ~ IID~II ~ > Ir~l(~-~)/:ll~ll ~+*, 
l-YI=2 
where  D denotes the derivative and  7 is a multi-index. 
REMARK I. If we  use Poincar~ inequality, we  obtain an inequality similar to inequality (2.10), 
where ~(f~) is a constant dependent on ~, etc. 
Similarly, we can obtain 
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It follows from (2.11) that 
]o~/~ i .~ ,~ j  ~+~ ,~,~-~,,~-~ (/o~/~ I .~ ,~r  ~ ~)~+~ ~ 
Similarly, we can obtain 
,~'~](q--l)/(q+l) (@)(q--1)/(q+l)(~t fo'r~ 1~2~(Z'8) 1 q+l d2gdsdT)2/(q+ 1) (2.13) 
It follows from (2.13) that 
>~ '~l(1--q)/22(q--1)/2tl-q (fOt ~" f~t l~72U(Z'S)[2 dzdsdT)(q+l)/2 (2.14) 
Substituting (2.10), (2.12), and (2.14) into (2.9) and using the inequality 
(a+b+e)rn<22rn-2(arn+brn+crn), a,b,e, > 0, rn>l ,  
we have 
2~(t)+M(t) >_ (K -  2)al~l (~-q)/2 I~(z,t)12 dz 
~- ] (q+l)/2 
-~0/(~ +~+~) +~./0/(~÷1)÷ 1./0/
+ 2X/(0)(t + 1)+ 2M(0),  t ___ 1. 
We obtain from (2.6) and (2.5) that M(t) ~ +c¢ and _g/(t) --+ +e¢ as t -+ +c~. Thus, there 
exists a to >__ 1 such that M(t) > 0 and 2~/(t) > 0 (t _> to). Multiplying both sides of (2.15) by 
22~/(t) and using (2.5), we have 
ddt [j~f2(t) + M2(t)] - > cltl-qd M(q+3)/2(t) + H(t), t >_ to, (2.16) 
where 
C1 = 2(K - 2)o~ 
2q-2(3 + q)lal(q-1)/2' 
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From (2.16), we obtain 
d [tq_ 1 (/~2(t)_[_M2(t))_CiM(q+3)/2(t) ] >tq- lB( t )  ' t>to .  (2.17) 
dt  - - 
Integrating (2.17) over (to, t) we get 
tq-1(f42(t)+M2(t))-C1M(q+a)/2(t)>_ Tq-lH@)d-r 
(2 .18)  
+t~ -1 (~/2(t0)+ M2(to)) -CiM(q+a)/2(to), t > t O. 
Observe that when t --* +oo, the right side of (2.18)approaches to positive infinity, and hence, 
there is a tl _> t0 such that when t > tl, the right side of (2.18) is larger than or equal to zero. 
We thus have 
t q-1 (M2(t)+ M2(t)) >_ CiM(q+a)/2(t), t >_ tl. 
Extracting the square root of both sides of the above inequality, we obtain 
2~(t) + M(t) >_ C2tO-q)/2M(q+a)/4(t), t >>_ tl, (2.19) 
where C2 = y/-C~I. 
Consider the following initial value problem of the Bernoulli equation: 
~V -F W -~- C2t(1-q)/2w(q+3)/4, 
W(tl) = M(tl). 
Solving problem (2.20), we obtain the solution 
t > tl, 
W(t) = g-(t-t1) {M(1-q)/4(tl) C2(q-4---1)/tiT(1-q)/2e-((q-1)/4)('r-tl)dT}4/(1-q) 
= e- ( t - t ' )M( t l )Z4 / (1 -q) ( t ) ,  t >_ t l ,  
where 
z( t )  = i 
Obviously, Z(tl) = 1, 
C2(q - 1) zt 




Q(t) C2(q - 1)M(q_l)/4(tl) f t  -- T(1-q)/2e -((q-1)/4)(~'-tl) d'r 
4 1 
> C2(q - 1) M(q_l)/4(tl)(t I -F 1) (1-q)/2 F 1+1 e -((q-1)/4)(r-t l)  d'c (2.22) 
- 4 j t  1 
= C2M(q-l>/4(tl)(tl + 1) (1-q>/2 (1 - e-(q-l>/4), t > tl + 1. 
It follows from (2.6) that 
{-ao)t  + M(O)t + M(O)} (q 1)/4 
M(q-1)/a(t)(t  1)(l-q)/2 (t -4- 1) 2 ~ ( -E (0 ) ) (q -1 ) /4  + k 
\ J 
as t --* +oo. Take tl sufficiently arge such that M(q-1)/4(tl)(tl +1) O-q)/2 >_ (1/2)(-E(0)) (q-W4. 
It follows from (2.22) and Condition (2) of the main theorem that 
Q(t) ~- A~-(-E(O))(q-1)/4 (1 -  e -(q-1>/4) >_ 1, t _> tl + 1. (2.23) 
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Therefore, 
Z(t)  = 1 - Q(t) < 0, t _> t l  + 1. (2.24) 
By virtue of the continuity of Z(t)  and the theorem of intermediate values, there is a constant 
t l  < 2P _< t l  + 1 such that  Z(2P) = 0. Hence, W(t)  --* +oo as t --* T - .  It follows from Lemma 1.1 
that  M(t )  > W(t ) ,  t >>_ t l .  Thus, M(t )  --+ +oo as t --~ 55-. The main theorem is proved. 
REMARK 2. 
(i) The  function g(s) satisfying Assumptions (I) and (2) of the main theorem exists. For 
example, g(s) = -s  2k+1, (k : 1, 2 , . . .  ). Indeed, if we take g(s) = -s  3, K = 7/2, q = 3, 
= 1/5, then sg(s) (= - s  4) < KG(s) (= -(7/8)s4), and G(s) (= - (1/4)s 4) < -<s l  q÷l 
(= (-1/5)s 4) hold. If we take n = 3, kl = k2 = 1, g(s) = -s  a, uo(x) = x~ + x~ + x2a, 
ul(x) = 2, then 
-¢'fZl ( 801f~l ) 
E(O) (= -608]ft D < 
[(K - 2)a/(q + 3)]2/(q -1) (1 - e-(q-1)/4) 4/(q-1) [1 - el/2] 2 
-5161a[ < 0 
holds. 
(ii) The results of [1] provide the global existence and uniqueness of the generalized solution 
of problem (1.1)-(1.3) in the space 
C ([0, T]; H2 (fl)) n C 1 ([0, T]; L2(•)) n L 2 ([0, T]; H2(a)),  
for the init ial data uo E H2(~) ,  u l  C L2(~). To obtain this result, the authors of [1] 
imposed a number of assumptions on the nonl inear term g(s). One of these assumptions 
was 
-C t  s2 -  C 2 ~ a(s )  ~ C3 s2 @ C 4. (2.25) 
In this paper, we assume that 
O(s) _< -<slq% q > 1, a > o. (2.26) 
Clearly, (2.26) contradicts the first inequal i ty in (2.25). 
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